TRANSPORTATION KENNELS

FERPLAST 10, 20, 30, 40:
All Ferplast brand products are manufactured in accordance with current EU safety standards.
Plastic parts Ferplast products contain no chemical solvents or phosphates. Do not release any
harmful toxic substances and are completely safe for the health of animals and their owners,
in any case do not endanger the health of children. Therefore, in Ferplast kennels our pets can
live for up to 30% higher age! Triple output control and long product life cycle Ferplast
company ranks among the leading manufacturers of pet supplies.

Ferplast Atlas 10 kennel: 47x29x32 cm
Ferplast Atlas 10 kennel with equipment (pillow and bowl) is certified kennel suitable for cats
and small dogs. Has a new closing system, the maximum internal ventilation and a practical
handle. It is made of non-toxic plastic.

Ferplast Atlas 20 kennel: 58x37x32 cm
Ferplast Atlas 20 kennel is certified kennel suitable for cats and small dogs. Has a new closing
system, the maximum internal ventilation and a practical handle. It is made of non-toxic
plastic.

Ferplast přepravka Atlas 30 kennel: 60x40x38 cm
Ferplast Atlas 20 kennel is certified kennel suitable for cats and small dogs. Has a new closing
system, the maximum internal ventilation and a practical handle. It is made of non-toxic
plastic.

Ferplast Atlas 40 Professional kennel: 68x49x45,5 cm
Ferplast Atlas 40 Professional kennel is certified container suitable for medium-sized dogs.
Has a new closing system, the maximum internal ventilation, attachable wheels and handle for
easy pulling. It is made of non-toxic plastic.

Petmate Vari Kennel Ultra 6 (Large): 90x60x68 cm
Petmate’s Vari Kennel® Ultra provides your pet with a safe travel and training kennel. The
durable plastic shell comes with heavy-duty, easy to assemble hardware. Each kennel features
an easy-open squeeze latch, metal side vents to promote healthy air flow and an interior floor
moat to keep your pet dry. Convenient tie-down strap holes allow you to zip-tie the kennel
together for added security during airline travel. The Vari Kennel Ultra is eco-friendly and
meets most airline requirements. Be sure to check with your airline well in advance of your
travels to learn about their individual requirements.

Petmate Pet Shuttle 7 (XL): 102x69x76 cm
Petmate’s Pet Shuttle® is the classic way to travel safely with your pet. Great for airline and
auto travel, the Pet Shuttle features an eco-friendly, heavy-duty plastic shell, durable wire
doors with secure spring latches and side ventilation holes to promote healthy air flow. Be
sure to check with your airline well in advance of your travels to learn about their individual
requirements.

Petmate Furrari 5 (Large): 81x56x58 cm
Petmate’s Furrarri® Kennel is perfect for both fashion and function. The heavy-duty, thick
walls contain ventilated windows to promote healthy air circulation for your pet. Each kennel
features door safety bars on top and bottom for added security. Door opens from either side
for convenience when positioning in the perfect location in your home or car. The Furrarri
Kennel is eco-friendly and meets most airline requirements. Be sure to check with your airline
well in advance of your travels to learn about their individual requirements.

Petmate Pet Keeper 7 (Large): 102x69x76 cm

Slovak Kennel 7 PLUS: 117x65x78 cm
Specially adapted size of the transport animal kennel provides plenty space during transport.
Container is made of sturdy, durable and temperature-resistant plastic (plastic) and is subject
to IATA regulations. Three-sided enclosed design protects animals against outside noise, but
ensures adequate air circulation during transport. The upper part of the container is
removable, allowing wide utilization of containers.

Slovak Kennel 8: 115x64x80 cm
Extremely lightweight, specially adapted size of the transport animal kennel provides plenty
space during transport. Container is made of lightweight fiberglass and is subject to IATA
regulations. Three-sided enclosed design protects animals against outside noise, but ensures
adequate air circulation during transport. The upper part of the container is removable,
allowing wide utilization of containers.

Slovak Kennel 8 PLUS: 114x69x83 cm
Specially adapted size of the transport animal kennel provides plenty space during transport.
Container is made of sturdy, durable and temperature-resistant plastic (plastic) and is subject
to IATA regulations. Three-sided enclosed design protects animals against outside noise, but
ensures adequate air circulation during transport. The upper part of the container is
removable, allowing wide utilization of containers.

